used to recover an earlier execution state, Previous work has shown that the most robust and efficient technique for saving state is to incrementally save copies of small parts of the state at the point that they are modified.
Unfortunately, this requires significant programmer intervention to insert additional code.
In this paper, C'++ language extensions for transparent incremental state saving are presented. Operator overloading and type parameterization are used to incrementally save basic data types. Building on this, two new type-specifiers, "recover" and "nonrecover" are described. They allow a single declaration to specify, for example, that all the member variables of a class are to be state saved, and for all the resulting state saving calls to be automatically generated.
Issues, including how these specifiers interact with class inheritance and function declarations are examined and solved. (Bauer and Sporer 1993 , Bruce 1995 , Steinman 1993 , In CSS mechanisms, a checkpoint of the entire object's state is taken on each event. CSS mechanisms are processor intensive and consume a large amount of memory. An optimization of the CSS strategy is to reduce the frequency of checkpointing using periodic state saving (PSS) (Fleischmann and Wilsey 1995 , Lin et al. 1993 , Preiss, Loucks, and MacIntyre 1994 , Rtmngren and Ayani 1994 SimKit is a C++ class library that is designed for very fast discrete event simulation (Gomes et al. 1995 In a simulation execution, there is one instance of sk-s imulat ion that controls the various phases of the simulation execution. sk-lp is an abstract base CISSSthat is used to derive application level logical processes. Logical processes communicate using objects derived from sk-event. A send-and-delete ( ) primitive in the sk-lp class is provided for inter-LP communication.
In SimKit, an 1SS backtrail mechanism is implemented.
In this mechanism, a backtrail of ad- Each of these specialized recoverable types need to have the same semantics as the base data type but are extended to include state saving. Assignment related operators are redefined to record a backtrail entry prior to the actual write operation, using operator overloading.
In C'++, write operations on an integer data type include assignment operations like =, *=, /=, \%=, +=, -=, and, prefix and postfix versions of++ and ---Integers also masquerade as bit vectors so assignment operators of the form \&=, l=, \"{ ]=, \-{ }=, <<= and >>= also need to be overloaded. 
